Case study :
Fuelsuite

Maximising the
Return from Fueling
Environments

Environmental Monitoring Solutions
enlisted the help of DiUS to ensure their
customers’ Petrol sites are compliant and
operational around the clock.
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‘It has saved about 20%
of our time in manage
fuel data, reports
and environmental
compliance.’
Fuelsuite customer

Building ‘just enough’
Starting small, DiUS facilitated a two day inception
workshop; bringing together key stakeholders
from across the business to develop a shared
understanding of the business needs, product vision,
technology landscape, integration requirements and
success criteria.
With the foundation in place, user research was
conducted early on. The team undertook on-site
guerrilla usability testing to understand how the
petrol station attendants and assets operated. This
was to ensure the first iteration of the data entry
screens were inline with the application workflow
that was being developed.
Being mindful of building the right thing, the team
delivered incrementally and iteratively - starting
with a minimum viable product (MVP). Hosted
on Amazon Web Services, the MVP provided a
single, simple and easy to use data entry view of a
customer’s site to help them monitor fuel activity
and events.
The final stage of product development saw an
expansion of the MVP to support multiple sources
of information, providing appropriate views for each
context of use and additional functions to allow the
customer to drill down and analyse their data.
Russell Dupuy Managing Director of EMS said
“The key business requirements of this ground
up investment were that it must be responsive,
scalable, multi-language, support seamless
failover redundancy - and avoid costly proprietary
development suites.”

Round the clock monitoring
In just three months, from ideation to release, EMS
launched Fuelsuite; an intelligent remote monitoring
and 24/7 support service that keeps EMS customer
sites operational around the clock. Fuelsuite
provides customers with a single interface; negating
the need for multiple and disparate third party
applications, whilst helping to reduce environmental
exposure and lower maintenance budgets.

‘Much better than
the old web site,
easier for our
operators to enter
daily data by hose
and tank, they tell
me it’s saving a
lot of time.’
Fuelsuite customer

Celebrating 12 years of helping companies innovate and grow. We make it
happen by delivering the right solution to get an idea to market or make a
business of any size more responsive.
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